HIT YOUR BUDGETED MONTHLY PRODUCTION COSTS AND TARGETS

A crisis in industrial operations is now solved with a “success system.”

For industrial operations struggling to get budgeted monthly operating results, we have a new book about building a “success system” in your company. If you want to ensure your monthly production targets and operating costs are always hit, read *Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness*.

Developed from the Plant Wellness Way, the Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness Enterprise Asset Management methodology gives you a systematic, structured approach to build a holistic, lifecycle business system that consistently gets you the best possible monthly production successes.

Every organization’s performance is the result of the business processes used in designing it, building it, and running it. The outcomes you get each month from your company are because your organization is built to produce exactly those outcomes. Lousy operating results come from using lousy operating processes. Missed monthly budget targets come from business processes whose design allows you to miss your monthly targets. At a site that follows the Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness methodology, the processes it uses deliver budgeted operating results because each process is built to ensure that its monthly production and operating targets are hit.

There’s a reason why Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness continually gets successful production results month after month: All the right things that bring great success are installed into your processes, built into your organizational structure, used on your plant and machinery, and put into your managers’ and peoples’ procedures, so that when you conduct your business the right things are done in the right ways to maximize production success.

Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness creates operational successes by purposeful design. You get to rebuild your operation with the right processes and practices that deliver sure budget performance month after month. You imbed the best solutions so that great results become “organizational habits.” You create a system-of-success in your company. And it’s done fast.

To find out more information and explanation on Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness, pre-order the book that tells you how to make your company into a “success system”. You’ll learn about the six IONICS steps used to design excellence into your operation. They’ll see how to be an Accuracy Controlled Enterprise with world class performance built into your company’s
structure, methods and practices. You’ll read how you change your processes to optimize them to get sure, consistence operating success month after month. With Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness you’ll work “magic” on your operation and guarantee that it has endless success.


It is also at Amazon books:  http://www.amazon.com/Industrial-Manufacturing-Wellness-Mike-Sondalini/dp/0831135905/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1460930403&sr=1-1&keywords=industrial+and+manutacturing+wellness.

Now there is a way to find and use the right answer that let you hit, and even beat, your monthly production budgets and operating performance targets: Industrial and Manufacturing Wellness.